
Ziff’s Magazine 

 

 

The cover for Ziff’s Magazine promised “art and wit” which can certainly be 

enjoyed by women as much as men, still the shapely young women on the 

covers clearly bespoke the target reader. This was a “men’s magazine.” 



 

 

The cover always displayed a shapely young woman with some play on 

words such as “waiting for the evening male” get it? 

 

 



 

The magazine contained art and photographs of the young and beautiful. 

This is a picture of Gilda Gray, a Ziegfeld girl who started in Chicago’s cafes 

singing and doing the shimmy. There were no cheap graphics in this 

magazine even though it was published by a start-up company. 



 

Ziff used the best artists he could find. This portrait was done by Albert 

Vargas who later became a featured artist of both David Smart’s Esquire and 

Hugh Hefner’s Playboy. 



 



The magazine was filled with full page cartoons perhaps risqué by the 

standards of their time but rather tame today. 

 

 

Many of the cartoons in Ziff’s Magazine were full page and in color. Arnold 

Gingrich, the first editor of Esquire, would claim that they were the first to 

publish with full color cartoons but clearly Bill Ziff was doing it nearly ten 

years earlier 



 

 



 

 

 



 

Humor may be in cartoons or monologues 

Ziff’s Magazine was published for only a few years. After Bernard Davis 

joined Ziff in 1927, they switched to general circulation magazines starting 

with Popular Aviation but the magazine clearly influenced other Chicagoans. 

David Smart was also an advertising entrepreneur in Chicago coeval with Bill 

Ziff. Five years after Ziff dropped his humor magazine, Smart launched his 

Esquire Magazine at the very depth of the Great Depression yet it was a 

national phenomenon. The two magazines looked identical. Where they 

differed was in emphasis. Ziff stressed art. He claimed his magazine had 

“more famous artists in this issue than any other magazine in the world;” 

while Smart had similar high production graphics, he stressed the literary 

content. Esquire presented stories from the greatest writers of the time such 

as Ernest Hemingway, George Ade, John Dos Passos and John Steinbeck. 

Perhaps then, there is some credence to the disclaimer that men buy these 

magazines for the stories not the pictures. 

 

There were earlier forms of “men’s magazines” known as “spicy” magazines 

and they used a similar format: cartoons, humor, pictures of young women 

with much sexuality and pulchritude; but they did not have the high 

production values of Ziff’s Magazine. William Ziff captured the Jazz Age style 

and sophistication and set the model for the glossy men’s magazines of the 

future. 

 


